Hudson Hawk Learning Spirit

May 30th 2020.

We received so many submissions about the amazing learning that is going on that it couldn’t wait
for an official newsletter. Her is the interim bulletin.
We hope everyone is well.
Thank you for your patience as we navigated and designed the Hudson restart.
A reminder our restart will look different than what school used to look and feel like. We are ready
for students that are signed up to enter the building. Online learning will continue but will look
different as well.
We have received an influx of emails from parents with new requests, this may take several days to
accommodate as we plan for health & safety (our priority) based on known numbers and class
compositions. If you would like to change or add a request please contact the principal
lbouchard@vsb.bc.ca. We will make note of your request and reach out to you asap.
Thank you for understanding,
Lynne

Below are submissions from some classes.

Division 13F continued their Open Mic traditions in spite of physical distancing! Students gathered for a
virtual Open Mic performance, showcasing and celebrating artistic talents, celebrating a supportive and
positive classroom community.
Division F13-snap shots of online learning

sharing an original fictional composition, A Dark World.

performing Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata on piano

performing the Backstreet Boys' I Want It That Way
on guitar and voice.
Division 6 write a story "If they woke up one morning with super powers"

Super SILE goes against Monster Crown!
In the dome on the top of the world a boy named Shane- me just woke up. As I got up I noticed
strangely mysterious letter that read:
“From now on you have super strength, laser eyes and invisibility powers”.
I was extremely smitten, l went outside my dome to test my new superpowers. While doing so l
scared some animals and bugs… Don’t worry, I harmed none.
After that was done I came up with a cool name for myself- Super SILE, which stands for Super
Strength Invisibility Laser Eyes.
Suddenly I heard a loud:
“BOOM BOOM”!!!

In that moment I spun around. I saw a big shiny crown. I was about to get it but it turned out to
be a giant Monster Crown, zapping people with its virus and changing them into Zombies. So I
transformed my superhero self invisible, sneaking up close to the Monster Crown and I used my
super strength to throw some powerful punches. It didn’t take long before I won the battle, so I
kicked its powerless being all the way to Uranus.
Then I changed my mode to invisible. I went around the world curing everyone with my piercing
laser eyes. They demolished the awful virus.
I put an end to the Zombies. The world was free from the monstrous crown virus.
When everyone heard my tale of glory the whole world chanted Super SILE at 7:00pm since
that historical moment.
The End
Thank you to all the staff at Hudson for their positive and creative ways to reach out and
inspire learning.
Thank you to all the families of Hudson for continuing to engage with staff and each other.

